LEANING LADDER SHELF WITH 3 WIRE STORAGE BASKETS

Tools needed: Level, Pencil, Tape Measure, Philips Screwdriver, Stud-Finder
Hardware: TWO Anchors and TWO Screws

THIS IS NOT A FUNCTIONAL LADDER AND CANNOT SUPPORT THE WEIGHT OF A PERSON TO AVOID PAIN AND LIKELY EMBARRASSMENT, DO NOT USE AS A FUNCTIONAL LADDER!

This ladder item includes two keyhole brackets, one mounted at an angled flat section located at the top of each side member of the ladder. The ladder is meant to be attached to a wall using these keyholes and provided hardware.

Mounting Instructions:

1) Use a tape measure to measure the distance between the two keyholes (measure from the center of each keyhole). This distance will be referred to as "Measurement (A)" in the steps below.

2) At a desired location, hold the ladder upright against a wall and adjust its angle with respect to the wall so that the two angled flat sections located at the top of each side member are flush with the wall. Then, use a pencil to lightly mark the top of each side member, but only where the members actually contact the wall. Then set the ladder aside.

3) Use a tape measure and the pencil to make a second mark that is located 1 inch below the two “top” lines you made in Step (2). Now use the pencil to connect these second lower marks with a straight line.

4) Use the tape measure and Measurement (A) from Step (1) to make two “anchor marks” evenly spaced along the line of Step (3). These are the insertion marks for the mounting hardware.

5) If either mark on the wall aligns with an internal wall stud (use a stud finder to determine this), use only a screw at that mark (do not use the anchor). Use the screwdriver to secure the screw directly into the wall and stud at the insertion mark. Rotate clockwise until the head of the screw resides about 3/8 inch from the wall.

6) For marks that do not align with a stud, use both the anchor and the screw. To install an anchor, use a screwdriver to engage the anchor and then position the anchor tip against one of the marks on the wall. Push the anchor firmly into the wall as you rotate it clockwise. Continue rotating until the large flange of the anchor becomes even with the wall surface. Do not over-tighten.

7) Use the screwdriver to install a screw into each installed anchor. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8 inch from the wall.

8) Lift the ladder so that the two keyholes align with and engage the protruding screw heads. Gently lower the ladder so that the two angled flat sections are flush with the wall surface.

9) Attach the three baskets on the rails of the ladder and enjoy!

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: To clean: Wipe with a soft, dry cloth. Avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners as they may damage the finish.

Thank you for your purchase.
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